
How much potential is there inside your team members? 
What are they capable of? 
What holds them back? 

Do you remember when huge office pictures with stunning photos and inspirational quotes 
became a ‘thing’? I do. I was at school and somehow came across a multi-page brochure 
advertising inspirational promotional wares - from cups, to shirts to the huge posters. The 
print was about font size 6 and I read and re-read that magazine. It showed me I could think 
differently. Years later I was given the book “The Goal” by Eliyahu M. Goldratt and my life's 
course was forever altered. Almost a decade later a boss showed me such a simple way to 
apply what I had learnt to whole teams. 

You teams are made up of people with skills, knowledge, experience and a potential that 
would astonish many of them. What holds them back? Is it self limiting beliefs or a lack of 
knowledge or an unawareness of what is possible? What is robbing them of a richer life, of 
seeing things differently so that they could take an action or make a suggestion that 
changes your team, your business, your industry? 

Knowledge is - or, at least, the lack of it. You do not know what you do not know. The flip side 
of this is something called “The curse of knowledge” - Once you know something you cannot 
unknow it and you begin to think that everyone knows it because you do. 

My Best Tip For

Growing Teams
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 Grow.  Together.  Intentionally.  ~ Mike Clark 



A company can only grow to the level of its team. How do you grow your team? Do you have 
a culture of continuous learning? Do you have personal development plans for your team 
members? Do you make knowledge freely available and encourage the acquiring of it? 

Many companies invest in their teams through training programmes. This has many 
positives as covered in this earlier article “To Train or not to Train”. However it is easy to do 
more and create a culture of continuous learning and improvement. 

Reading “The Goal” showed me that learning could be fun - manufacturing lessons in a 
novel! It showed me that there were different and better ways of doing things that I had not 
considered. I slowly started to read more - “The One Minute Manager”; “Gung Ho”; “Who 
Moved My Cheese?”; “Fish”, “The Ant And The Elephant”. With each book came new 
thoughts, ideas, worldviews and excitement of what was possible. 

How could you do this for your team? Simple. Make knowledge easily available. The easier it 
is to do anything the more people will do it.  What did my boss do? He went to the Red Cross 
book sale and bought dozens of self improvement and management books and had a huge 
library from which anyone could come and borrow a book. 

And there it is - my best tip for growing your team - show them you want them to learn,  
grow and improve by making knowledge easily available and encouraging them to learn. Buy 
and share books, share inspirational video clips on a company server, use our 2-3 minute 
Learning BITES (or similar) in your team meetings, buy audio books for people who travel a 
lot, subscribe to relevant magazines and encourage people to earmark worthwhile articles, 
underline things of interest, have ‘learning-lunch’ sessions and encourage people to share 
their knowledge. 

How do you grow your team? Drop an email and share your ideas with us. If you would like to 
receive our Learning BITES, or if we can be of further assistance, please do get in touch. 
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Most Important Client Visit of the Year

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/56307cf0e4b0039456656041/t/5727e168ab48de9c1e54f432/1462231410162/To+train+or+not+to+train+article.pdf

